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The DQP emerged from ongoing discussions between a variety of stakeholders (alumni, 

students, employers, etc.) and out of national conversations about assessment. 

 

The DQP establishes a framework for defining what it means to have a degree, including general 

education and specialized knowledge. The DQP establishes common endpoints for those with an 

associate or bachelor’s degree regardless of major. 

 

The DQP works with the Tuning concept – Tuning and DQP are now part of a joint project 

through Lumina. Where DQP establishes what a degree should mean, Tuning establishes what a 

major should be. 

 

DQP can be useful to employers so that they know what skills and knowledge come with all 

people holding degrees. Employers are not skilled in reading transcripts, so DQP fills in those 

gaps for them. 

 

The DQP is an aspiration. To be functional, it must be mapped to the curriculum. It must 

establish the foundations for students. 

 

Schools have a responsibility with general education to achieve what a state is trying to 

guarantee with well-rounded skills. 

 

Establishing the DQP and mapping it to curriculum requires thinking hard about function of 

general education. Many places have general education courses and frameworks in place simply 

because they always have been part of general education or there are territorial fights over what 

departments offer general education courses. Universities must ask what students need to learn to 

meet general education requirements and outcomes. For example, will a student in a history class 

just learn history or will they learn ability to write analytically and construct arguments in that 

history class? 

 

The DQP does not name the subjects and courses required for general education to meet the 

profile, only the kinds of learning experiences that school/system has established as important?   



 

Must have assessment to determine if a course meets the established goals. 

 

Once you have the outcomes defined, universities can have the discussion about what kinds of 

student artifacts can demonstrate that the learning has occurred. 

 

If South Dakota formally implements the DQP, the National Institute for Learning Outcomes 

Assessment (NILOA) has DQP coaches that can help. 

 

DQP Spiderweb 

The “spider web” below represents the DQP. It is a “structured, interconnected series of levels 

that build on and support one another. The web is strung among five anchor lines, each 

representing one of the based areas of learning. Along each line, three points are fixed to indicate 

the extent of learning required to reach each level: the associate degree, the bachelor’s degree, 

and the master’s.”1 

 

 
 

The spider web shows the development of knowledge at various intervals, showing what a 

student should know or understand. The 60 hour interval would be equivalent to the associate 

degree, some of which is related to general education and some to ancillary courses.. 

 

The spider web is arranged for five areas of learning: 

Broad integrated knowledge…focuses on big questions and closing gaps in the interrelationship 

of the other areas.  

                                                 
1 http://degreeprofile.org/press_four/wp-content/uploads/2014/09/spider-web-graphic_web.pdf 

http://degreeprofile.org/press_four/wp-content/uploads/2014/09/spider-web-graphic_web.pdf


Intellectual skills …  

Applied collaborative learning – what can a student do with the knowledge gained? Some 

institutions have general education capstones to illustrate this. 

Civic and global engagement/learning – Ability to contribute to society. 

Specialized knowledge – often related to the major. 

 

DQP Matrix 

DQP also uses a matrix to aid in the planning (below): 

 

Degree Level Proficiencies 

Intellectual 

Skills 

Specialized 

Knowledge 

Broad and 

Integrative 

Knowledge 

Applied and 

Collaborative 

Learning 

Civic and 

Global 

Learning 

Intellectual 

Skills 

Analytic 

Inquiry 

     

Use of 

Information 

Resources 

     

Engaging 

Diverse 

Perspectives 

     

Ethical 

Reasoning 

     

Quantitative 

Fluency 

     

Communicative 

Fluency 

     

Program-

specific 

Intellectual and 

Practical Skills 

     

 

The matrix helps map out the end of the curriculum and what students will gain in the 

proficiencies. The matrix can be completed for 60 or 120 hour program or just general education. 

 

Not every program or major would contain the same intellectual skills (quantitative fluency for 

example). 

 

The matrix page provides for good discussions about what each respective discipline is doing. 

 

DQP and Utah General Education 

Utah maintains an ongoing task force on general education. Utah General Education Committee 

includes representatives from all campuses, assessment, registrars, and ex officio reps providing 

specialized knowledge. The committee reports to the chief academic officers of the state system. 

The Utah Board of Regents policy describing the task force is below: 

http://higheredutah.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/R470-04_16.pdf 

http://higheredutah.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/R470-04_16.pdf


 

Utah is a LEAP statement and works with LEAP outcomes, saw the DQP as a logical next step. 

In Utah, students learn about the DQP (why and what of their learning). The conversations with 

students help students take responsibility for their learning from enrollment through completion.  

 

Utah State general education criteria is available at the following address: 

http://www.usu.edu/provost/academic_programs/geduc_univstud/designation_criteria.cfm 

 

Within the Utah State criteria there are different content areas that have learning outcomes and 

competencies mapped with DQP in rubrics. As an example, Creative Arts is available at the 

following address: 

http://www.usu.edu/provost/academic_programs/geduc_univstud/doc/USU%20General%20Educ

ation-Creative%20Arts.pdf 

Bullet points establish the learning outcomes. The matrix on second page shows how 

demonstrated competencies are achieved. 

 

In Utah, some institutions are assessing general education through electronic portfolios of 

student artifacts across content areas. There learning management system (Canvass) allows 

mapping of courses/assignments to the course. Utah also adds questions to student evaluations 

asking if students felt they learned the things noted in the rubrics (exp. Did you acquire skills 

critical to aesthetic judgment?). Over half of courses utilize these techniques (some hesitancy 

from long-serving faculty, numbers increasing with addition of new faculty). 

 

Utah does not have a standardized assessment for general education. However, they do issue a 

state certificate in general education that keeps students from repeating gen ed requirements at 

other Utah institutions. The certificate works through trust among the institutions. 

http://www.usu.edu/provost/academic_programs/geduc_univstud/designation_criteria.cfm
http://www.usu.edu/provost/academic_programs/geduc_univstud/doc/USU%20General%20Education-Creative%20Arts.pdf
http://www.usu.edu/provost/academic_programs/geduc_univstud/doc/USU%20General%20Education-Creative%20Arts.pdf

